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Preface 
The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is an independent unit within Transport for NSW (TfNSW) 

and is the network design and standards authority for defined NSW transport assets.  

The ASA is responsible for developing engineering governance frameworks to support industry 

delivery in the assurance of design, safety, integrity, construction, and commissioning of 

transport assets for the whole asset life cycle. In order to achieve this, the ASA effectively 

discharges obligations as the authority for various technical, process, and planning matters 

across the asset life cycle. 

The ASA collaborates with industry using stakeholder engagement activities to assist in 

achieving its mission. These activities help align the ASA to broader government expectations 

of making it clearer, simpler, and more attractive to do business within the NSW transport 

industry, allowing the supply chain to deliver safe, efficient, and competent transport services. 

The ASA develops, maintains, controls, and publishes a suite of standards and other 

documentation for transport assets of TfNSW. Further, the ASA ensures that these standards 

are performance-based to create opportunities for innovation and improve access to a broader 

competitive supply chain. 

This standard provides requirements for the management of vegetation hazards which can 

affect safety in the rail corridor.  

This standard has been developed by the ASA in consultation with other TfNSW agencies.  

This standard is a first issue.  
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1. Introduction 
Vegetation hazards that are not appropriately managed have the potential to cause harm to 

people, railway infrastructure, and can affect the performance of the rail network. Vegetation 

hazard management in the rail corridor plays an essential role in ensuring the safety of 

operations on the entire rail network. 

Vegetation hazard management comprises the removal or control of vegetation hazards that 

affect the safety and reliability of the rail network.  

2. Purpose 
This standard provides requirements for the vegetation hazard management of vegetation both 

within and adjacent to the heavy rail corridor that could affect railway infrastructure and railway 

operations. 

This document formalises the design and maintenance requirements for vegetation hazard 

management to ensure risks associated with vegetation hazards are managed. Particular focus 

is given to safety and instability aspects arising from vegetation hazards. 

2.1. Scope 
This standard provides general requirements on vegetation hazard management alongside soil 

and rock cutting faces, and embankments in the right of way and outside the rail corridor 

boundaries that could affect railway infrastructure. 

Within the scope of this document, vegetation refers to all trees, plants and shrubs that affect 

the safe operation of the railway and safe working within the rail corridor.  

This document covers requirements from a civil and track engineering perspective for 

vegetation hazard management. Details of vegetation clearance by other disciplines, such as 

electrical, and signalling and control systems are not directly addressed in this standard. 

However, the relevant standards from other disciplines are referenced within this document.  

2.2. Application 
The standard is intended for use by AEOs maintaining civil infrastructure and planning 

vegetation hazard management activities within and adjacent to the TfNSW heavy rail corridor, 

including all mainline tracks and sidings. The AEO has a legal duty to ensure safety so far as is 

reasonably practicable (SFAIRP). 

This standard is intended to be used by competent personnel engaged in the provision of 

services relating to the railway infrastructure. Compliance with the requirements of this standard 

will not in itself be sufficient to ensure that satisfactory outcomes are produced. Personnel 
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providing services based on the requirements of this standard shall bring appropriate expertise 

to the matters under consideration. 

This standard is not specifically intended to cover light rail systems or heritage railways 

operating on private land. However, the principles of this standard may be applicable to the light 

rail environment. 

3. Reference documents 
The following documents are cited in the text. For dated references, only the cited edition 

applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies. 

Australian standards 

AS/RISSB 7645 Rail Corridor Management 

Transport for NSW standards 

EP 10 01 00 02 SP Aerial Line Maintenance Standards 

ESC 215 Transit Space 

SPG 0706 Installation of Trackside Equipment 

T HR EL 08011 ST Overhead Wiring Maintenance Standards 

TMC 501 Bush Fire Hazard Management 
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4. Terms and definitions 
The following terms and definitions apply in this document: 

AEO Authorised Engineering Organisation  

ASA Asset Standards Authority 

catch drain is a device that intercepts overland flow or run-off before it reaches the track and 

related structures such as cuttings or embankments 

cutting is a soil or rock excavation within the work site that is made below an existing surface to 

create the railway formation 

hard rock refers predominately to slightly to moderately weathered blocky, fractured or 

interbedded rock formations, which can be adversely affected by tree growth 

OHW overhead wiring 

rail corridor comprises the full volume, both above and below ground, between the centre-line 

of opposing boundary fences. If no boundary fences are present, the extent of the rail corridor 

shall be taken as 15 m from the centre-line of the outermost rail. 

railway infrastructure includes facilities other than rolling stock necessary for a railway to 

operate safely including railway track, associated track structures, over-track or under-track 

structures, supports (including supports for railway equipment or items associated with the use 

of a railway), tunnels, bridges, stations, platforms, train control systems, signalling systems, 

communication systems, electric traction infrastructure, buildings, workshops and associated 

equipment 

right of way is the area of land extending to the railway boundaries 

rock joint is a fracture in a rock mass as a result of  different sources of stress. The rock joint 

can be filled by other materials from the weathering process.  

root ball is the main mass of the roots and soils clinging to and surrounding the base of a plant 

root jacking is the process of roots penetrating joints and defects in the rock and movement of 

rock masses due to pressure generated by growing roots 

SFAIRP so far as is reasonably practicable. To achieve the best possible safety outcomes, to 

the extent that is 'reasonably practicable' 

soft rock is rock of very weak strength that is highly to completely weathered  

weathering process of degradation disintegration and decomposition of soils and rocks due to 

the effects of climatic and environmental factors 
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5. Vegetation hazard management requirements 
Vegetation hazard management requirements including planning, risk management and routine 

inspections shall be complied with by persons involved in maintaining infrastructure and 

planning vegetation hazard management activities both within and adjacent to the TfNSW 

heavy rail corridor, including all mainline tracks and sidings.  

The risks from vegetation hazards to the safety and stability of the railway infrastructure shall be 

assessed, and appropriate control measures implemented to ensure that those risks to railway 

operations and activities are reduced so that safety is ensured so far as is reasonably 

practicable (SFAIRP). Refer to AS/RISSB 7645 Rail Corridor Management for further 

information.  

AEOs responsible for vegetation hazard management are bound by various legislative 

requirements over and above this standard. 

Personnel engaged in vegetation hazard management shall be adequately trained and 

competent. 

5.1. Vegetation hazard management in the right of way 
Vegetation hazard management within the ‘right of way’ includes the clearance area within the 

rail corridor from fence to fence. This includes the areas containing the following railway 

infrastructure components:  

• track 

• ballast section 

• ballast shoulders and toe 

• any structures (including cuttings and embankments, bridge abutments, retaining walls, 

shotcreted faces and other structures) 

• yards 

• wayside signs 

• power lines within the corridor 

• vegetation near the fence  

Vegetation hazard management in the right of way is necessary for the following: 

• improving sight distance visibility of trains and maintenance vehicles 

• maintaining visibility of signals, speed signs and kilometre posts 

• preventing service interruptions 

• reducing fire hazards by the encouragement of less fire prone plants 
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• maintaining efficient drainage, including within the cess strip on each side of the track 

• keeping the  space vertically above the ballasted and cess areas clear of all vegetation 

• controlling soil erosion 

• allowing safe walkways for proper inspection 

• facilitating maintenance of structures 

• preventing any clearance hazards within and adjacent to right of way 

• allowing proper inspections for cuttings and other civil structures 

5.2. Vegetation hazard management plan 
Vegetation hazard management in the rail corridor shall be carried out in accordance with a 

vegetation hazard management plan developed by the AEO responsible for civil maintenance in 

consultation with civil, geotechnical and environmental stakeholders.  

The plan shall include vegetation hazard management requirements as detailed in Section 5.3; 

and, vegetation control and minimum clearance requirements as detailed in Section 6. 

Vegetation hazard management requirements within the rail corridor and adjacent to rail 

corridor boundaries shall be included in the vegetation hazard management plan.  

The AEO responsible for civil maintenance shall ensure that processes and adequately trained 

personnel are established to manage the risks from vegetation hazards. 

The vegetation hazard management plan shall include the following: 

• a program of work to provide a coordinated systematic approach to vegetation control in 

accordance with all relevant stakeholder requirements including civil, electrical, signalling 

and control systems, and corridor management 

• requirements for periodic assessment of cuttings and embankments, right of way, 

hazardous trees near structures and vegetation outside the rail corridor. Vegetation control 

requirements shall be determined by inspections undertaken by competent personnel as 

specified by the responsible AEO. A tree is deemed hazardous if it poses a risk to either 

the railway or a third party. A competent person is required to inspect such trees. 

• identification of areas requiring priority action for safety and operational reasons 

• identification of areas requiring special treatment, such as environmentally sensitive sites 

• identification of environmental impacts and management measures for the mitigation of 

those impacts 

• a process for the arrangement of necessary environmental and planning approval as 

required 
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• requirements for the management of bushfire hazards within and outside the rail corridor if 

applicable. Refer to TMC 501 Bushfire Hazard Management for information relating the 

management of bushfire hazards.  

• requirements for the management and control of noxious weeds within and outside the rail 

corridor if applicable  

• whenever new work is carried out, it shall be designed to minimise the effects of vegetation 

hazards and their management 

A periodic review of the vegetation hazard management plan shall be undertaken at least once 

every 5 years, and updated as necessary, in consultation with the relevant stakeholders. 

The AEO responsible for civil maintenance shall manage vegetation hazard reports, including 

ad-hoc and unplanned reports from staff, stakeholders, statutory authorities, and members of 

communities that neighbour the rail corridor. 

5.3. Vegetation hazard management tasks 
The vegetation hazard management plan shall include provision for assessment of individual 

hazards and their associated risk at each managed location. 

Vegetation hazard management in the railway environment includes the following tasks: 

• vegetation inspection and data collection (refer to Section 5.4 for further information) 

• monitoring clearance requirements (refer to Section 6 for requirements) 

• obtaining environmental approval as necessary 

• weed control and herbicide application 

• trimming or complete removal of hazardous trees 

• vegetation control on or near structures 

• level crossing line of sight survey and inspection 

Provision shall be made for the hazard identification process, risk assessment and subsequent 

active risk management. At each location, risk management considerations shall be made for 

the items identified within Section 5.3.1 through to Section 5.3.6.  

Allowance for regrowth between inspections and maintenance cycles shall be considered when 

undertaking vegetation hazard management. 

Vegetation on cuttings and embankments along the rail corridor has positive and negative 

effects on safety and stability. Both shall be considered for the risk assessment.  

Section 6 includes clearance requirements which assist in the mitigation of several of the 

considerations listed in Section 5.3.1 through to Section 5.3.6. 
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5.3.1. General vegetation hazard management considerations 

The following shall be considered in the management of vegetation hazards: 

• clearance of excessive growth and any cut materials from works associated with vegetation 

removal in the catch and cess drains to enable efficient drainage and prevent intrusive 

growth 

• removal of vegetation with potential to impact on integrity of drainage structures 

• control of vegetation in access routes to catch drains for maintenance and cyclic 

inspections 

• removal of vegetation with potential to impact on the stability of slopes, retaining walls, 

bridge abutments, wing walls, or any other structures 

• identification of where trees, branches and other vegetation can fall onto track, power lines, 

overhead wiring or other infrastructure, both within and adjacent to the rail corridor 

• identification and removal of trees liable to falling in high winds and adverse weather 

conditions or that would otherwise infringe on the required clearances included within 

Section 6. The consequences of trees falling shall also be considered. 

• where complete removal of vegetation is not practicable on high natural rock slopes, 

consideration shall be given to installing rock fall barriers, catch fences or an alternative 

management strategy 

• reducing obstruction of the access to boundary fence, gates, operating equipment, 

maintenance and inspection areas and other infrastructure 

• elimination of vegetation that pose a particular fire hazard along the tracks, particularly to 

signalling equipment and cables, and to special constructions such as plastic grid 

reinforced earth embankments  

• removal or trimming of lineside vegetation obscuring or likely to obscure sight lines from 

train for signals, signage, level crossings 

• removal or trimming of vegetation likely to encroach on communication and signal lines 

• removal or trimming of vegetation impairing sight lines of rail and road traffic to trackside 

workers 

• removal or trimming of vegetation impairing sight lines of rail traffic to road users and 

pedestrians using authorised crossings 

• removal or trimming of trees or other plants providing access for trespass 

• removal or trimming of vegetation impairing sight lines to road users and pedestrians 

outside the rail corridor 
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• identification and mitigation of hazards affecting rail conditions including adhesion and 

track circuit conditions 

• encroaching vegetation causing obstruction of positions of safety, safe refuges and safe 

walking routes 

• potential third party liabilities including noxious and invasive weeds, pests and potentially 

hazardous and dead trees within and outside the rail corridor 

• herbicide use on sensitive or protected vegetation  

• settlement or heave of infrastructure as a result of moisture changes due to vegetation 

5.3.2. Positive effects of vegetation on cuttings and embankments 
In addition to the considerations detailed in Section 5.3.1, vegetation on soft rock and soil 

cuttings or embankments can have the following positive effects and shall be considered as part 

of vegetation hazard management: 

• grassy vegetation enhances soil and earth reinforcement 

• vegetation roots reduce moisture content, increasing stability of soft rock and soil cutting or 

embankment 

• aesthetics and biodiversity protection 

• protection against soil erosion 

5.3.3. Negative effects of vegetation on cuttings and embankments 

Vegetation on cuttings and embankments can affect the safe operation of trains and shall be 

considered as part of vegetation hazard management. Examples of how vegetation can 

negatively affect cuttings and embankments include: 

• root jacking into rock joints and cracks causing instability  

• acceleration of weathering along the rock face adjacent to cracks and joints 

• trees can fall due to wind loads and rocks caught in the root system can be dislodged  

• overhanging or undermined trees and stumps and exposed loose root balls on the cutting 

face or its edge  

• trees destabilising the cutting faces 

• increased applied loads on the slope due to the weight of live and dead plants 

• concealment of instabilities of slope face, preventing inspection 
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The vegetation hazards alongside cutting faces and embankments shall be appropriately 

managed by the AEO responsible for civil maintenance to prevent negative impacts of potential 

destabilisation and obstruction in order to enhance safety. 

5.3.4. Vegetation hazard management outside the rail corridor 
Trees growing outside the rail corridor can fall into the rail corridor and can obstruct rail tracks 

and cause damage to infrastructure, negatively affecting railway operations.  

The AEO responsible for civil maintenance shall appropriately manage the risks arising from 

hazardous trees.  

Hazardous tree management outside the rail corridor shall include: 

• identification of hazardous trees 

• third party notification process 

• prioritisation of the management actions 

• scheduled inspections 

5.3.5. Vegetation growth on and near structures 

Vegetation can grow on structures such as retaining walls, tunnel portals, culverts, bridge 

wingwalls and shotcrete faces causing disintegration of the materials. Such structures shall be 

maintained free of any vegetation.  

Trees growing near structures can affect the integrity of those structures. The root system of 

trees can cause cracking of retaining walls, bridge abutments and wingwalls, leading to gradual 

deterioration. Such structures shall be subject to inspections and amendments for vegetation 

control on a case-by-case basis. 

In situations where vegetation growth has occurred already, the vegetation shall be cut down or 

removed to minimise the effects on the stability of the structure and the slope. 

Re-vegetation near structures shall include the use of suitable vegetation species such that 

when mature, will not adversely affect the stability of structures. For example, consideration 

would be given to the root activity of the vegetation species that is to be planted. 

5.3.6. Biodiversity  

The AEO responsible for civil maintenance shall have a process to determine if a location is an 

environmentally sensitive site; and, whether the planned vegetation activities are permitted to 

occur within that area. 

An environmentally sensitive site is an area that contains, or is nearby a natural or heritage 

feature, including habitats of rare or endangered species, watercourses, and bushland 
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regeneration areas. Environmentally sensitive sites can be protected by government regulations 

or deemed sensitive by the maintainer. 

Disturbances such as earthworks, slashing, clearing and herbicide use can adversely affect a 

stable vegetation community, allowing invasion of weeds, causing undesirable environment 

impacts, and resulting in more extensive ongoing vegetation management requirements. Any 

vegetation hazard management activity shall therefore consider the effects of any disturbance 

on the biodiversity of a site. 

5.4. Vegetation inspection 
Visual inspections shall be undertaken to determine if any vegetation is likely to cause an 

adverse risk to railway infrastructure. Visual inspections may include inspection by foot and 

'cab ride' inspections.  

A supplementary inspection shall be carried out for any recorded new or changed hazards in 

the rail corridor.  

Information to be collected and recorded could include: 

• date of inspection 

• name of inspector 

• location with details 

• large or hazardous trees 

• hazardous trees outside the rail corridor 

• locations where proper inspections of infrastructure are impeded 

• impaired sighting distances 

• impaired drainage in trackside and cuttings and other vegetation affected structures 

• presence of certain weeds 

• leaf fall data (for example, species and size of trees) 

• locations requiring special treatment 

• detailed photographs of locations to support identification of defects and hazards 

5.4.1. Visual routine inspection 
Visual routine inspections shall be done at a set frequency as per the vegetation hazard 

management plan developed. The inspection frequency shall depend on the geographical area, 

type of vegetation, traffic conditions and the infrastructure. 
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6. Vegetation control and minimum clearance 
requirements 
The clearance requirements detailed in Table 1 shall be maintained for civil infrastructure 

including cuttings, embankments, right of way, access roads, catch drains and geotechnical and 

survey monitoring installations. 

Figure 1 illustrates the vegetation clearances for hard rock cutting and right of way as outlined in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 – Vegetation clearances for civil infrastructure 

Location Clearance requirement 

Track without 
access road 
(refer to note1)  

For proper functioning of track formation and to prevent potential 
track obstructions, maintain a minimum clearance of 4.3 m from 
the centre-line of the nearest track. See ESC 215 Transit Space 
for further information. 

Track with access 
road 

For proper functioning of track formation, access road and to 
prevent potential obstructions to track and access road, maintain 
a minimum clearance of 6.2 m from the centre-line of the nearest 
track. See ESC 215 for further information. 

Hard rock cutting 
faces  

• cuttings within 8 m (measured at the base of cutting) from 
the nearest track centre - maintain hard rock cutting face 
clear from vegetation  

• cuttings located beyond 8 m (measured at the base of 
cutting) from the nearest track centre - These cuttings may 
comprise of wide rock fall catch zone for example a wide 
access road located between the track and the cutting face 
base. The vegetation clearance requirements shall be 
assessed by a civil or geotechnical engineer on a case by 
case basis. 

• see Section 5.3.1 for high natural slope requirements 

Top of hard rock 
cuttings 

• cuttings within 8 m (measured at the base of cutting) from 
the nearest track centre - maintain top of cutting clear from 
large trees to a setback of approximately 3 m horizontally 
(within rail corridor) from the face to prevent root jacking and 
potential rock dislodgement by falling trees from the top, as 
per Figure 1. 

• cuttings located beyond 8 m (measured at the base of 
cutting) from the nearest track centre - cutting top clearance 
requirements shall be assessed by the civil or geotechnical 
engineer on a case by case basis. 
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Location Clearance requirement 

Soft rock or soil 
cuttings  

Due to positive effects of enhanced stability and erosion 
protection, generally vegetation, except large trees, are to be 
retained. Removal of vegetation shall be carried out for the 
following situations: 
• soft rock cuttings within 8 m (measured at the base of 

cutting) from the nearest track centre and with a slope 
greater than 33° - woody vegetation with a diameter greater 
than 150 mm or height greater than 3 m or any vegetation 
with potential obstruction to right of way shall be  removed. 
Any tree on the cutting face exhibiting root jacking shall be 
removed. All larger trees at top having diameter greater than 
150 mm within approximately 3 m setback from edge shall 
be removed, as per Figure 1 

• all soft rock cuttings not fall on to category above and soil 
cuttings - vegetation removal  requirements shall be 
assessed by a civil or geotechnical engineer on a case by 
case basis.  

Embankments Due to positive effects of enhanced stability and erosion 
protection, retain vegetation, except where potential obstruction 
of the right of way, unstable root positions, and damage to 
infrastructure or potential slope destabilisation is assessed. 
Advice shall be sought from civil or geotechnical engineer if there 
is doubt relating to slope stability aspects. 

Catch drains, cess 
drains and access 
routes 

Catch drains (in cuttings) and cess drains shall be clear of woody 
vegetation. Minimum 1 m clearance shall be maintained either 
side of the drains. Access routes to drains shall be maintained 
clear from vegetation  

Ballasted track bed Maintain ballasted track bed free from vegetation. On-track 
herbicide application will usually control vegetation in this zone 

All pedestrian and 
vehicular access 
roads, fences and 
gates 

For routine maintenance and emergency response, access 
roads, fences and gates shall be maintained clear from 
vegetation. 5 m clearance height shall be maintained above 
vehicular access gates and access roads. 

Geotechnical and 
survey monitoring 
installations 

Geotechnical monitoring installations such as inclinometers and 
piezometers shall be maintained clear from vegetation. Generally 
1.5 m radial clearance is required. The access routes to the 
geotechnical installations and survey peg lines shall be kept clear 
from vegetation. 

Note1: Clearance requirements at OHWS locations is greater than 4.3 m to 

accommodate 1.5 m minimum distance from the outer face of the mast. Refer to 

T HR EL 08011 ST Overhead Wiring Maintenance Standards
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Figure 1 – Vegetation clearances for hard rock cutting and right of way (civil clearances)  
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6.1. Clearance requirements by other disciplines 
The following documents shall be referred to for clearance requirements by other disciplines:  

• for vegetation clearances near overhead wiring equipment refer to T HR EL 08011 ST 

Overhead Wiring Maintenance Standard 

• for vegetation clearances for aerial electrical equipment refer to EP 10 01 00 02 SP Aerial 

Line Maintenance Standards 

• for acceptable signal sighting requirements refer to SPG 0706 Installation of Trackside 

Equipment 
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